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of mediaeval Hinduism were rallied in magnificent union, have deser-
vedly attracted keen attention among students of history	Now Mr.
T. V. Mahalingam, followed on somewhat similar lines, has given us
.   his Administration and Social Life under Vijayanagara, a useful and
generally judicious survey of the data, chiefly from inscriptions and
characters, relating to public and private life in the great empire	
It is regrettable that Mr. Mahalingam should have fallen into the gross
error of writing Jina with a long * (Jinalaya and Jinanatha on p. 316)
is almost as ;bad. We wonder too, where he picked up the pedantic
and incorrect spelling 'Hoysala5,	Finally, we are surprised to find
in his account of professional associations and guilds no mention of
the Virabananjus or Vira-va; anjiyar, the great syndicate of traders
extending over Southern India and beyond, which survived into the
seventeenth century, and probably even later".
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Mangalwedhe,   B.   B. — Virakta    Shikamani    Yadavaryaru
(Kannada text), pp. 56. B. K N. Deasi, Dharwar, 1941. [1292
Life sketch of Yadavarya of Bijapur.
Pai, M. Govind.—Euler of Punnata. In No, 1434, pp. 308-326.
[1293
Punnata is mentioned in the Geography of Ptolemy as one of the
kingdoms of Karnataka, which the writer identifies with that country
which the rivers Kaveri and Kapini fioar and which lies in the south
of the Mysore state. Mentions the rulers of this country from
epigraphic records.
Rao, Lakshminarayana, N. — Mangalavadavu Bijjalana
Rajadhaniyagitte ? (Kannada text). KSPP. XXVI,
pp. 186-188.	[1294
Holds that Mangalavadavu was his early capital, which was trans-
ferred to Kalyan after he supplanted the Chalukyas as overlords of
the Karnataka.
Saletore, B.A.—An Unnoticed Reference to Vijayanagara.
1C. VIE, pp. 483-496.	.	[1295
Brings to the notice of students a short account of Vijayanagara by
Pedro Alvares Cabral.
Sarma, ML S.—The Chronology   of the Sultans of Gulbarga.
See No. 451.
Seshagiri, B, S.~The Bombay Karnataka:   A Geographical
Survey,   pp. 200, 9 plans, 22 maps.   Bel gaum, 1941. [1296
The unit taken for study in this survey, includes the four Kannada
districts  of the Bombay  Province, viz.,   Belgaum,  Bijapur,   Dharwar
and North Kanara.   The author has based his arguments on statistics.

